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Specialized exhibition of pets
Because of vanity or some other reason, many people, especially teenagers, want their pet to be the best and receive awards.But pet / pet shows are not arranged because of this, well, not only because of this. Exhibitions are very necessary for breeding, selection, selection of producersPet exhibitions are part...
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Exhibitors Section
largest trade show dedicated to pets
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												The fair is a meeting place for hobbyists - both experienced and well-known breeders, as...
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												It is a must on the map for any companion animal lover. Aquaristics, birds, dogs...
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												Visitors											
										

																					
												Come and discover over 10,000 animals. There will be everything: dogs, cats, rodents, reptiles, fish...
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												The world's largest pet show. A natural, pleasant and practical setting with the presence of...
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Book Your Activity
			
								    
				        The online application specifies the forms of payment of the exhibitor fee. The details for making a contribution will be sent upon receipt of the application.
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[image: affectionate zoo]Affectionate Zoo
Thousands of purebred dogs, cats and exotic animals will be shown at the exhibition
The exhibition will include an “affectionate zoo”: visitors will be able to see ponies, horses, donkeys, piglets, raccoons, foxes, huskies, rabbits, hedgehogs, hamsters, fish, guinea pigs, goats and snakes, as well as exotic insects. Some animals can be petted, photographed and hand-fed under the supervision of specialists. Those who wish...

Read more


[image: ]Cat at the Show
Showcasing cats is an activity that brings joy to children and adults.
Showcasing cats is an activity that brings joy to children and adults. It is incredibly exciting and brings people together. For educational purposes, children should be encouraged to show their pets. Shows also help breeders get an idea of what cats inherit from their parents. Better to start by visiting...
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So what is a cat show?
First of all, this is a holiday! This is a cultural, aesthetic and ethical event! This is a breeding review of the achievements of felinology, selection, development of breeds and standards of cats, selection of the best producers. 
	 By James
	On 09/15/2020
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How to become a member of a cat show?
You learned (in your club, from friends or else, it doesn't matter in some way) that a cat show will be held on such and such a day of such and such a month (as a rule, this is a weekend). 
	 By James
	On 12/01/2020
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In which age class can i enroll a dog?
When registering for the show, you can enroll your pet in the following show classes (separately by sex and age)
	 By James
	On 12/28/2020
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What scores are the puppies awarded at shows?
Sometimes the highest mark in the junior class is “very good”. 
	 By James
	On 03/08/2021
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Virtual reality: say hello to the future of the dating industry
In the 21st century, online dating is the absolute leader of the market. It means modern singles don’t even have to leave their houses to meet and fall in love with new people. But only thirty years ago, the whole thing seemed impossible. So, motivated by this fact, researchers became interested in what the future […]
	 By James
	On 12/24/2021
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How to Transport a Dog Across the Country
The easiest option for transporting an animal is to travel in your own car for a short distance, for example, to the country house. Here you will have to take care only about the comfort for people and the dog.  But if you and your family are moving long distances, the rules will be the […]
	 By James
	On 12/01/2022
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Pet Therapy: How Animals Improve Human Mental Health
Scientists believe that interacting with animals – dogs, cats, horses and other pets – reduces anxiety, strengthens the nervous system and boosts immunity. “Animals are open-minded about people,” notes Dr. Henry Feldman of the Department of Hospital Medicine at Harvard Medical School. – They just love and help us love back and feel more confident.” […]
	 By James
	On 12/01/2022
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Behind the Scenes: How Self Storage Units Keep Surrey’s Animal Fest Running Smoothly
The sights and sounds of Animal Fest envelop attendees as soon as they step onto the festival grounds. Costumed performers dance through crowds of families while vendors hawk sweet treats and event merch. However, unknown to visitors is the monumental coordination required behind-the-scenes to pull off Surrey’s beloved Animal Fest each year. The logistics of […]
	 By James
	On 02/17/2024































		
Take Part
			
								    
				        Showcasing cats is an activity that brings joy to children and adults.
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Animal Fest is a two-day event addressed to lovers of all companion animals, it is a real paradise for enthusiasts of dogs, cats, aquarium and terrariums, exotic birds and smaller animals.




We love them. They love us.
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Behind the Scenes: How Self Storage Units Keep Surrey’s Animal Fest Running Smoothly


The sights and sounds of Animal Fest envelop attendees as soon as they step onto the festival grounds. Costumed performers dance through crowds of families while vendors hawk sweet treats and event merch. However, unknown to visitors is the monumental coordination required behind-the-scenes to pull off Surrey’s beloved Animal Fest each year. The logistics of… 
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Pet Therapy: How Animals Improve Human Mental Health


Scientists believe that interacting with animals – dogs, cats, horses and other pets – reduces anxiety, strengthens the nervous system and boosts immunity. “Animals are open-minded about people,” notes Dr. Henry Feldman of the Department of Hospital Medicine at Harvard Medical School. – They just love and help us love back and feel more confident.”… 
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How to Transport a Dog Across the Country


The easiest option for transporting an animal is to travel in your own car for a short distance, for example, to the country house. Here you will have to take care only about the comfort for people and the dog.  But if you and your family are moving long distances, the rules will be the… 
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